**Introduction**

- Joint manipulation is a manual therapy technique commonly used by PTs to improve pain and joint mobility.
- Maitland provided a framework for description of various grades of joint manipulation. The framework is based on the depth within the range of motion that the force is applied and the rate of oscillation application, five grades are commonly used.
- It is unclear what forces are required to perform joint manipulation and if they are consistent among practitioners.
- Lacking is a study analyzing physical therapists and the forces they produce during all grades of joint assessment and manipulation.
- Joint manipulation is a component of physical therapy entry level education.
- Manual therapy is a content area currently required by the Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education to be included in professional physical therapist education programs.
- During spinal manipulation, individual therapists have had limited agreement on a specific location requiring spinal manipulative therapy. The forces applied vary greatly from practitioner to practitioner.

**Objectives**

- Determine the amount of force orthopedic physical therapists use to perform joint mobility assessment and grades I to IV of joint manipulation on the thoracic spine.
- Help in understanding the forces provided by the physical therapists in joint assessment and manipulation, which may aid in teaching and result in better therapist agreement on joint assessment.

**Methods**

- 19 physical therapists in the southwest Florida area working in the outpatient orthopedic setting were recruited to participate.
- The PTs were asked to perform joint mobility assessment in a posterior-anterior direction on the thoracic spine at the level of the inferior border of the scapula and one spinal level above and below on one of the researchers.
- Following the assessment, grades I-IV of joint manipulation on the transverse processes of the thoracic spine in a posterior to anterior direction were performed at the three levels. Each grade of joint manipulation was performed three times and averaged.
- The forces exerted by the physical therapists was measured with the MotionMonitor® Manual Therapy system, a device designed to track force and impulse data during real-time exercises.

**Results**

- The forces used to assess joint mobility of the thoracic spine showed a large amount of variability. The mean high force during assessment was 104.93 N and the mean low force was 63.20 N, with a standard deviation of 33.80 N and 33.35 N, respectively. The range was measured to be 137.33 N for high force, and 104.64 N for low force.
- A large variability between subjects was also observed in the mean high and low forces for grades I-IV of joint manipulation.
- There was a statistically significant difference in force (N) between grades I-IV of joint manipulation for both mean high force (p=0.000) and mean low force (p=0.000), and there was also a statistically significant difference (p=0.019) in time (s) between oscillations in grades I-IV of joint manipulation.
- For pairwise comparisons of mean high force, there were significant differences (p=0.000) between all grades of joint manipulation.
- For the pairwise comparisons of mean low force during joint manipulation, there were significant differences (p=0.05) between grades I and IV, grades II and III, grades II and IV, and grades III and IV of joint manipulation.
- For the pairwise comparisons of mean time between joint manipulations, there were significant differences (p=0.000) between grades I and II of joint manipulation.

**Data Analysis**

- Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics to quantify the mean high and low forces for thoracic joint mobility assessment and grade I-IV manipulation, and mean time between oscillations for grade I-IV manipulation.
- Two repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed to determine if significant differences occur in mean high force and mean low force (N) between manipulation grades I-IV.
- A third repeated measures ANOVA was performed to determine if significant differences occur in time between oscillations (s) in grades I-IV manipulation.

**Discussion**

- The forces observed during joint mobility assessment showed a high amount of variability with a standard deviation of close to 33 N for both high and low mean forces, suggesting a potential difference in the technique between physical therapists.
- A large standard deviation was observed for the grades of joint manipulation with high and low mean forces, especially grade IV with a standard deviation of 62.37 N for mean high force and 59.21 N for mean low force.
- Statistically significant differences (p=0.000) were found between grades I-IV of joint manipulation for both mean high force and mean low force, indicating physical therapists are able to significantly modify their application of force based on grade of manipulation they intended to apply.
- In pairwise comparisons, significant differences were found in mean high force between all four grades of joint manipulation (p=0.000), suggesting that PTs apply high forces for each grade of manipulation that are significantly different from one another.
- In pairwise comparisons, the only significant difference in time between oscillations occurred between grade I and II (p=0.007).

**Conclusions**

- There is a high amount of variability between orthopedic physical therapists for both high and low mean forces used to perform thoracic joint mobility assessment, and Maitland grades I-IV of joint manipulation.
- The applied manual forces measured during P-A spinal manipulation vary markedly among practitioners when applying the same technique.
- Due to the high variability among subjects and the lack of literature on joint manipulation forces applied by PTs, further research is needed to improve standardization of forces utilized for joint mobility assessment.
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